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COUNCil.. OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
PRESS RELEASES 
PRESIDENCY: DENMARK 
JANUARY-JUNE 1978 
Meetings and press releases January-March 1978 
Meeting number  Subject  Date 
496tn  Foreign Affairs  17 January 1978 
486tn (wrong number  Fisheries  16-18 January 1978 
but not corrected) 
49in  Agriculture  23-24 January 1978 
498tn  Fisheries  30-31 January 1978 
499th  Agriculture  31 January 1978 
sootn  Foreign Affairs  7 February 1978 
50 1st  Agriculture  13-14 February 1978 
502no  Economics/Finance  20 February 1978 
503ro  Agriculture  6-7 March 1978 
504tn  Foreign Affairs  7 March 1978 
505
1n  No record of a meeting 
506tn  Economics/Finance  20 March 1978 I 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
496th Council meeting 
- Foreign Affairs -
Brussels,  17  January 1978 
President:  Mr K.B.  ANDEBSEN, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of the Kingdom  of Denmark 
57/78  (Prease 7) The  Governments  of the  ~·:ember States  cU'ld  the  Commission  of 
the  Europe&'!  ComJ.lltmi ties were  reuresented  as  follows: 
:Cel.ci  UEl: 
--·---~---···. 
~·ir  Henri  SL'.:O:TE'I' 
Deru-nc:-,rk:  ........... --....  ,. ........ -.. 
:,!ir  K.  B.  Ai'TDEii.SEH 
~,Ir  Hi els 1H0:3,0LL 
9~.§.~il!§.11~  ~ 
I.:r  Kl£Cus  ·v·on  DOi.trY Jt.lTYI 
FrE.lJ.ce: 
~·:r  ..\.J':ld.r6  R033 I 
Irele.:n.d: 
Lr  -~-=i chael  0 v KEN"i'TEDY 
i'!.ir  aaph2.el  BURlill 
I.:r  L·o.cicmo  RA:.!I 
57  e/78  {Presse  7)  ill/iCO/im 
~-~inister for Foreign Aff::.irs 
Einister for  Forei&"Yl  Affairs 
3t<::  .. te  3ecreto.rv 
I:il1.istry of  Fo'reign Affr.irs 
~::inister of Stc..te, 
FederG.l  1'iinistry of Foreign 
Affc:.irs 
::illistor for  Foreign  Tre.cle 
State  3er::rct3.::.."'Y,  3.t-t2.ched  to  the 
r,Iinister for  Foreign Affairs 
:Cinister for Foreizn Affairs 
i~inister of Sts.te, 
De~)c\rtment of  I:J.c.t·~stry,  Co:nnerce 
and  Enersy 
Doput;'/  ;3t2.te  Socretnry, 
fiinistry of Foreig·:l  Affairs 
ft  •  o/ o  • o I,uxeEJ.bourr7:  __  ..,.. ___  .._._,.._.g 
IIr Jc::m  DONDELING.SR 
Neth3rlz..nds;  __  -.......,_.. __  ...... _  .... ,._ 
Tllr  D  ,  V  i'  .. N  DER  :n;:;; I 
I~Ir  K.H.  BEIJEN 
Uni·i;ecl  1~ingdom: 
-~--~  ..... --...... --=----
Mr Edmund  DELL 
Mr  Franl:  JUDD 
Commission~ 
_._..,_._...__.~-
Dr  F~o  y  JEJIEINS 
::Ir  \.'!ilhelm  liAFEPJ:.Ai.r.;_' 
Visc01m:c  :ctienne  DAVINCl-HON 
0 
57  e/78  (Presse  7)  1  by/~:J)/ms 
- 3  -
0 
iliT1bassado r. 
Permanen·c  Re;Jresentati  ve 
State  Secretary, 
Ihnis·cry of Foreig11 Affairs 
S·ce.te  Secrecary, 
I:linistry  ::>f  1~conomic Affairs 
SGcre cary  of State  for  Fcn~eign 
and  Cormmmvealth  Affairs 
Secre·car;,."  of  Sta·~e  for Trade 
Minister of State, 
Foreign  a11.d.  Coli1l110nweal th Office 
Presiden·c 
Vice~Presidenc 
f:Tember 
0 
I 
•  •  •1  o  •  o ...  4  -
ELECTION  OF  lV'ill!lffiERS  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  PART~IAMENT 
The  ColUlcil  took stock of the  progress of legislative 
procedures in the  Member  States for the  election of members  of 
the  European Parliament by direct universal suffrage,. 
It agreed to  resume  its examination of this question at 
its March meeting with the  aim of setting the  date  for this 
election at the meeting of the  European  Council  on 7 
and  8  April  1978.  The  Cou...l'l.cil  instructed the  Per:manent 
Representatives  ComP1ittee  in the  meantime  to  carry out  tb,e 
necessary work  on  the  fi~dng of this date. 
57  e/78  (Presse 7)  vb  ooo/6•• - 5  - 17. I.  78 
REL,'\TIONS 
1','1TH  YUGOSLto.VIA 
T:he  Council  Gcve  the  CoiTilnission net;otiE,tinc  c.~irectives 
for the  conclusion of  e,  new  1\.greement  betv.reen  the  Europea-1 
Economic  Community  2nc1  Yuc;oslevic, to replGce the present 
Agreement~  which is  c~ue  to  expire  on  31  .August  1978. 
The  Council  :prep:~.red these directives in line with the 
spirit of  the  joint  clecl::.r2-tion  of Belgro.d.e  of  2  December  1976 
rei  tere.tinc; the  (ire~,t  importcn.ce it attc;..chec1  to co-,operation 
wi. th Yugosl2-vi2  .• 
57  e/78  {Presse  7)  el  •  •  ,;  •  0  .. ,. 
- 6  - 17 .I.  78 
CYPRUS 
After discussine,  on  the  basis of a  Commission  report, 
the negotiating session with Cyprus  on  22  December  1977  on 
the  determination of  the  tracte  arrangements  between the 
Community  and  Cyprus  in  the  ao-icul  tural  sector  (1978-1979), 
the  Council requested  the  Comnission  to  resume  the negotiations 
with Cyprus  as quickly as possible  and  to report back in time 
for its meeting on  7  February  1978. 
57  e/78  (Presse  7)  ac  0.  • •  /  ••• - 7- 17. I.  78 
GATT  MULTILATERAL  TRl'.,DE  NEGOTIATIONS 
The  Council noted  the  Community's political will  to 
enter  the  substru1tive  phase  of the  GATT  trade negotiations. 
To  this  end,  the  Council,  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Commission,  defined  the  Drinciples which the  Co~imnity 
negotiators will be  Cl.efending  regardine the  various working 
hypotheses  worked  out or outlined within  the  GATT  and 
instructea the  Commission  to  seek mutually acceptable  solutions 
in the different sectors  of  the negotiations. 
The  Council  confirmed  the  imDortance  which  the  Co1nrnunity 
attaches to  securing a  positive  outcome  to  the negotiations, 
with meaningful  and realistic concessions  balanced  evenly 
among  the  main partners. 
The  Council also  gave  its agreement  for  the  Community  to 
submit its offers concernins certain agricultural products 
other then  those lH:ely to  be  covered  by  international 
agreements. 
57  e/78  (Presse  7)  el  .· ..  / ... - 8  - 17.I.78 
IRON  AND  STEEL  PROBLElVIS 
Further to the  agreement in principle already reached  on 
the crisis measures  approved by the  Council  at its meeting on 
20  December  1977,  the Council  gave its assent to a  draft 
Commission  decision prohibiting matching of offers of iron 
and  steel products  from certain third countries \Uth which 
bilateral arrangements  on  prices and quantities  are  concluded. 
When  the  assent  was  given,  the  Council heard a  report 
from  Mr  DAVIGNON  on  the implementation of both the internal 
and  external aspects  of the  crisis mee.sures  and  on their 
initially encouraging effects upon the market.  It was  agreed 
that  the  Covu~cil would  be  kept  regularly informed  on  the 
implementation  of the measures  adopted  on  20  December  and 
in particulc:.r  on  the  pro.:;ress  o.':'  the bilateral negotiations 
with the  steel-exporting third countries. 
57  e/78  (Presse  7)  uni/JF/ad  .  ..  / ... - I  - 17.I.78 
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted  the  provisions necessary for the 
conclusion by the  European Economic  Community  of 
the  Agreement  between the  European Economic  Community  and 
the  Republic  of India on trade  and  commercial  co-operation 
in  jute products,  and  an  exchan~e of letters on  this subject 
(both signed  on  7  December  1977 J, 
the  Agreement  between the  European Economic  Community  and  the 
Republic  of India on  trac1e  in coir products,  and  an  exchane;e 
of letters on  this subject  (both signed on  5 December  1977). 
57  e/78  (Presse  7)  unw/JF/vb COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
,e~ 
Q_&  0/ 
J ~t- . 
~  ~  ~  ~  : 
~~  ~)~,s 
~na;;  tJ. 
fi\\0~  ~  Continuation of the 
VV~  486th meeting of the  Council 
- Fisheries -
Brussels,  16,  17  and  18  January  1978 
President:  Mr  .Antoine  HUiilBLET, 
Minister for Agriculture 
and  Small Firms  and  Trades 
of the  Kingdom  of Belgium 
56/78  (Presse  6) - 2  - 18. I.  78 
The  Governments  of the Hember  States and  the Commission 
of the European Communities  r:ere  represented as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Antoine  HUI:lBLET 
Denmark: 
Hr Svend  JACOBSEN 
Hr Jlrgen fffiRTOFT 
G8:-man_y: 
Mr Josef ERTL 
rllr Hans-Jttrgen ROHR 
Frmce:  ------
Mr Marcel  CAVAILLE 
Ireland: 
Iil:t  Brian  JJENIH.AN 
paly: 
Ninister of Agriculture  and 
Small  Firms  and  Trades 
llinister of Fisheries 
State Secretary 
Ministry of Fisheries 
Federal Minister of Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Azriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for Public  Investments 
and  Regional  Development  with 
special responsibility for 
Transport  (Fisheries) 
Hinister of Fisheries 
\ 
\ 
\ 
i 
! 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
~JL~  Vi  to  LATTA..N"ZIO 
Ii'I:'  Vi  to  ROSA 
Hinister of Shipping and  Transport 
State Secretary to  the 1:1inistry 
of Shipping 
. 56  e/78  (Presse  6)  ers/~A/a~c  ...  ; ... 
\ 
\ ~Y.:~~-~~E.~~~~  ~ 
mr  Joseph  rmYL~\ND 
N  ethcrlands  :.  -.-...........  ~.._ ... _  ....  _ .................. -~ 
Mr  /\  .• P. I, .ti  ~iVi.  van  <ler 
iVir  Jo:b..n  SILKIN 
I:lr Bruce  i\IILL!ill 
The  Oorn.;,lission: 
r::$r,"':"fi'l? 
~  .L..!  J_:_J 
Iilr  Fin..11  OJ_av  GUNDE:CLJ!H 
0 
- 3  .. 
0 
Deputy  Pel!T'.vnent  Hepresents.tive 
li!Iinister of  .-~ericul  ture  an(_ 
Fisheries 
lVIinister  o:?  .. \gricul  ture 7 
Fisherj_  e s  2.n.c'L  Food. 
Secretary of State  for Scot1J.nd 
Vi ce--Presirlent 
0 
G- •  0  .. --·  4  - 18. L 78 
FISH~RI~S P01ICY 
The  Council  resu.;·,1ec~  its discussions  on  "Ghe  defini  tj_ve 
arrs.nge:11ents  for  inter~'lc-.1  fisheries~  these  ,J.iscussions 
havinc been broken  o:Zi  on  7  December  1977. 
H<:.vinc  noted  th;::i.:;  ti1e  proc;ress  macle  c:.-G  tJ.1is  meeting 
should penni  t  the  conc:tusion  of a  fisheries  policy  agreeE1en·;; 
before  31  Janu:J.ry  1S7'J?  the  Council  agreeC.  to  continue its 
discuss:i.ons  at  a  further meeting  on lV10ndc:w  30  January  197G 
and  to  c:.c::.o:pt  at that :··1eeting  the  regulc,tions under 
exa:11i~K.tion 1  which  shou1d enter into  force  on  1  February  197Co 
56· e/7~ (Presse  6)  e:;.~::::/J~.:/mr COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
497th meeting of the  Council 
- Agriculture -
Brussels,  23  and  24  January  1978 
President:  Mr  Paul DALSAGER, 
Minister of Agriculture 
of the Kingdom  of Denmark 
111/78  (Presse  9) 24.I.78 
'l'he  Go'lermnents  of the  :.~ember St2,tes  2nd  the  Cornmission 
of the European  Communi ties rrere  represented as  follows: 
Belr·ium.: 
-~·-.,;)· ·~···· 
i:.x  !'.,..11toine  HUY\BLET 
:Denmark: 
l'i' Poul  DALSAGER 
~,h~  Joseph  E:i?.TL 
~!lr  Hc·ns--JurGen  TIOHR 
Fr:-.nce: 
~.Ir  Pierre ;:::EHAI GNEE.IE 
:i.i.r  Je:v.::q_ues  BLJ..NC 
Irel211d: 
;:.,.[r  Jim  GIBBOHS 
111/78  (Presse  9)  unw/CO:J/im 
~.:i:i.1.ister  of Agriculture  c.nd 
Slll.2.ll  Firus  arld  Trc-,des 
:.:iEister of Agriculture 
Stc~te  Secret.ou'y, 
:.:inistry of Agriculture 
J?edercQ  ~.Iinister of Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Federcl  l1~inistry of Agriculture 
I·;linister of A,:;ricul ture 
Ste.te  3ecretc:.ry, 
l:;iinistry of Agriculture 
Linister for Agric.ul ture 
~.=inister of Agriculture 
I 
•• •I ••  o i'ir  Jean HA1ULIU3 
::Ir  AliJ e rt  BEil.C~IEI.: 
N etherL'l1.ds: 
~  -~--~  ................... -..  ~-~  ............... .. 
1lr  A.P .L.E  .. :~.,  vcm  d.er  S1'EE 
'I'he  Co~·1<:nission:  ................. __ ....... -···----··-- .......... ..._. 
~.ir  Pinn Ola:v  G-l)T:"DELf  .. CH 
0 
111/78  (Pr:;sse  9)  u:nw/COD/iE1 
- 3  -·  24.1.73 
:·,:inister of Agriculture 
3tnte Ser;retary 9 
:;1inistry of Ag1·icul ture 
Einister of Ac;riculture  cmd 
Fisheries 
~'tinister of Asriculture 1 
Fisberies  and  Food 
Vice· -President 
0 
0 
...  / ... 
·• - 4- 24.Io78 
AGRICULTURE  PRICES  AND  RELATED  llliEASUP.ES 
The  Council held  a  general  polic;:r  debate  on  the 
Connission proposals  concerning  the  fixing of the  prices 
for  cert~in agricultural  pro~ucts for  1978/1979  and 
rel~ted measures,  thus  enabling each delegation to  set 
forth  the  aspects of greatest interest to  it. 
The  debate  centred on  ~eneral issues,  such as  the 
average  level of the  proposed price  increases,  the  criteria 
used by the  Commission in drawing up its proposals  and  a 
mmber  of meo..sures  relating to  the  mar~:ets in the main 
products,  incluDing milk,  Viine,  cere::'..ls,  rice,  beef nnd 
veal,  sug2.r  cX:.d  fruit  and  vegetables. 
In conclusion,  the  Council  agreed,  in view of the 
fact  that opinions  vvere  awaited  from  the European Parlia,'llent 
a:..1.d  the Econow.ic  and  Social Committee,  to  instruct the 
Special Corrunittee  on Agriculture  to  continue  examining 
the  technical  respects  of the  proposB:ls  a:n.d  to  report 
back  to it so  that it could  continue  stud~ring the m2.tter 
as  a  whole  at its meeti~~s scheduled  for February and 
T<io,rch  1978. 
111  e/78  (Presse  g)  ill/KO/mmf  •  ...  ;  0  •• )  24.I.78 
CEREALS  AliD  RICE 
Pending the  opinion of the  European  Parliame~.:.t,  the 
members  of  the  Council  expressed their initial reactions  to  the 
Commission proposals  to re-introduce,  following  judgments 
Nos  177/76,  16/77,' 124/76 and  20/77  of the  Court  of Justice, 
into  the  basic  regulations·on cereals and rice  the  possibility 
of granting production refund.s  for maize  groats and meal  and 
broken rice  to  be  used for brewing and for  Quellmehl  intended 
for bread-making. 
The  Council conclused its discussion of this item  b~r 
instructing the  Special  Committee  on Agriculture  to  examine 
the  Commission report  on  s·carch products and  ·i:;o  continue its 
examination of the  above  proposals  in the  light of the  day 9s 
discussions  so  tha·c  the  Cmmcil might  ac-e  on  them when 
fixing agricultural prices for  1978/1979. 
111  e/78  (Presse  9)  1..mw/COD/vf - s  ...  24.I.1978 
FRUIT  A~fD  VEGETADLE:'3 
'l'he  Co1.mcil held  2.  brief discussion on  tile  lJ:.coposed. 
amendme;.1t  to  ·she  basic  Regulation  on fruit and vegetables, 
and  to  the  B.egulation layi:c1g  down  special meamLres  to 
encourage  -the  processing  of'  c<>.rtain varieties  o:;:·  oranges. 
The  Com<cil  agreed  ·i:;~1a-'c  tl1is  proposal,  ·che  purpose  of 
vvhich  is  to  st:cer:Lgther:..  the  Community  lJrc.cercr..ce  for oranges, 
manC',arins  an~ 1- lemons  by  r'J..:i.si:r:g  their referer,ce  prices,  should 
be  re--s::~ami~10d  iu the  n.ear  future  in the  context of  the 
1978/1979 agricultural price  pro~osals aud  of  the  measures  ·i:;o 
be  considered for l'.1edi terranean agriculture. 
aoo/••• - 7  - 24.1.78 
AGRI-Ic1QNETA.RY  L:EASUJ.iliS 
The  Council  sig~1.ified its agreement  in principle  ( 1)  -Go  the 
Regulation  conce:c·r~L1g an amencl..ment  to  tl1o  representative 
conversion  ra-~es used  in the agriculture s8ctor for  the 
Italian Lira a11cl  t~1e  poUYI.d  sterling. 
Under  this Regulation the  "green rate
11  for  the  Italian Lira 
would  be  devalued by  61a,  ·i;he  riew  rate  being~ 
100 Lit.  - 0.0912409  UA 
1  UA  = 1,096.00 Lit. 
Similarly  1  the  "green rate 
11  for  tlle  poum1  sterling would 
be  uevalued  by  7. y:,,  t~1e  ;;.1ew  rate being: 
{:',1  -=  1.  57578  UA 
1  UA  - £0.634204 
0 
0  0 
(  )  Three  delega-Gj_ons,  however,  gave  their agreement  ad 
roferencum  aj_c_c[  al~e  to  make  their final position known not 
later  t~1an 29  Ja~-mar;y  1978~ 
111  e/78  (Presse., 9)  ill/KO/vf  •  o ./  C!  a  o 
\ 
\ - 8  - 24. I.78 
After noting the  orc-..1  interin~ report  by the  Che.irJ1cn  of 
the Special  Cormni tt  ee  on Agriculture relatin.:; to the  propose.l 
for  s.  Regule.tion  on the  11 s.utom:·tic
11  reduction of the  n1onet2,ry 
compensc.tory  e>mounts,  the  Council  instructe<l the Speci2l 
Conuni ttee on  1\gricul  ture to  continue its work  c.ncl  ::'greed to 
return to the  ffi' tter ct  c.  forthcoming meeting in the light of 
the  finc-J_  report  drawn up  by  thG.t  Committee. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  olso  took note  of the  interim report 
subnutted by the  Comnission  regGxding the  economic  effects of 
the  '"Gri-monet[':_r'y  systeD  cmci.  noted the Commission's  intention 
of  submitting  G,  fincl report  in c;ood  time  for the Council to 
discuss it bef-Qre  the  cgricul  turc,l  prices for the  1978/1979 
· mr·rketin~ ye2-r  were  fixed. 
0 
0  0 
L:::·_stly,  the  Cow."lcil  s.d.opte(I  in the  officir:l  la.11.guc:.ges  of 
the  Communi ties the Ree;ulction  on the  exchsnge  r<::.te  to be 
e.ppliec1  u..11cler  the  c·.cricul  tur::·l  structures policy  :'·.s  from 
1  Februc.ry  1978.  This  RecuJ-::.tion  stipulates thr.t  the  ;:~.mounts 
lt~_id.  down  und.er  the  ,-griccl  turcl structures :policy  E'.re  to be 
converte(l into no:•tion<::.l  currenc:y in :ccord,:nce  >'.'i th the ereen 
pc.ri  ty c.:pplict:·ble  on  1  Jcnuc_ry  of the  yee.r in which the 
. decision is t<:'  .. ken to  c;r::'nt  ,-.id  from the  GuiC::_~"'nce  Section of 
the  EAGGF. 
111  e/78  (Presse  g)  ill/KO/el  ••• /.  Qi  • - 9  - 24.1.78 
RELA~IONS WITH  THE  ACP  STATES 
The  C01..111cil  j31structed the  SpGcial  Committee  on 
Agriculture  to  re---examine  the  question of the advisability 
of granting a  tariff reduction in respect  of certain 
processed agricultural products  from  the  ACP  States and  agreed 
to  resume  its own  examination of the  matter at its next 
meeting. 
SUGAR 
At  the  request  of  the  Prench  delegation th2  Council agreed 
that it would  exami~"le  as  a  matter of  urgenc~' the  proposal 
promised  by the  ConB1ission regarding the  transfer of certain 
bas  .. c  quotas  for  ca;:w  sugar from  the  Departm~mts of  the 
French Antilles  to  ·che  Department  of Reunion. 
111  e/78  (Presse  9)  tli1W/KO/vf - 10  - 24.1.  78 
LIED I TETIRA.ITE A.N  t&!ll  CULTUl"-iE 
The  Co1me:il  l'.breed  tk".t  ~-t  its ~11eetinc;  on  13  ~ nc-:. 
14  Febr1.r~ry it '.'rould.  hoL~  ;:.  '-1et: .ileu ciscussion  0~1.  the 
Co;:nnis:::;io~l.  CO!llt"t1W.1icc.tion  on  c;uil~clL13S  :Zor  tho  c'..evelo:pmcmt  of 
the  :.1e('  .. it·)rrc::l1e~J.  1
1 eciio:1s  of the  Jonummity,  toc::::ther  with 
proposz:..ls  reL·tia.:; to  :.o:_;ricultu::
1e,  ~:·nc1  instructc=;c1 the 
:J:)eci:·l  Committee  on  Ac.ric,_uture  to lJrepcre  the  proceedings. 
0  •• /.  0. I  23.1.78 
The  'Jcnmcil  adopted,  in tlle  official lan;sua.:;es  of the 
Communj_ ties,  a  Regulation a(opting Regtllation  (EEC)  Nos  1059/69, 
1050/69  anc1  2682/72  laying  c:ovm  the  trade  arra..'1gemen·:;s 
applicable  to  certain goods  resulting from  the  processing of 
a.];ricu.ltural  ::,Jroducts  anJ.  not  covered  by  Annex  II of  -~he  Treaty. 
The  Council  also  ado~Jted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  a  Decision extending until  31  December  1979 
Decision No  76/402/EEC  on  the level  of  tl1e  interest rate 
subsidy proviJ.ed for by  Dircc·ci  ve  7 2/159/EEC  on the 
modernization of  farms,  to  ~le  c:v:_Tplied  in Italy. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proj_-;osal  f:com  the Italian Governme:::1t,  the  Council 
appointed f(r  JUdo  BONLCCINI 1  SecretC~.rio naz:.cmale  CGIL, 
1:1ember  thG  Economic  and  :::ocial  Committee  as  a  rqllacement 
for  r.~r  Giaci:::1to  NITJITELTD,  v;ho  has  resj_gned,  for  the  remainder 
of the latter's term  of office 1  which runs until 
16  Septembe~ 1978. 
On  a  prOiJOSal  from  the Unione  I·caliana Lavoratori 
LTetalmeccanici 1  the  Counc.Ll  also  appointed. Mr  Francesco  LOTITO, 
Segretario  na~ionale UILI~-UIL,  :·Je:nber  of the  ECSC  C:msul-Gati  ve 
Committee  as  a  replacement  for r1r  GUTTADAURO,  who  has  resigned1 
for  ·the  rerno.incl9r  of  the latter7 s  term of office  P  vvhich  runs 
until  9  July  197Bo 
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The  Governments  of the  Lenber  3to.tes  3..;.'lc1  the  CortEi1ission 
of the  Europe&J.  Communi ties  YJel~e  represented  2B  follows: 
;q~~g:i:~r11: 
il~r  Antoine  HUl@LET 
D  em:..1.2.rk  ~ 
J:.:r  Paul  ~)ALSAGER 
I~r  Svend  JAKOBSEN 
!::Ir  Jprgen  HK~1'0li'T 
~~!:l:~~Y.: 
•. J.r  Joseph  E:::lTJJ 
~.:r  Ha1s· -Jetrcen  ROH:J. 
Fr.:-nce  ~ 
Li:r  E2.rcel  CAVAILLE 
Irelru1cl.: 
::r Bri211  LEITIHLN 
~~~;t;y~ 
~.1r  Vi to  LA'l:'TilJ·I:no 
Lr  Vi to  i:WSA 
1.~inister for Agriculture  2.l1d 
Small  Firms  and  Tr~des 
~,~inister for Asricul  ture 
Uinister for Fisheries 
Sto,te  Secretary 
Uinistry of Fisheries 
Fed.ercJ.  :f:~inister for A3:ricul ture 
Sk 1.tG  SecretzTy, 
Federcl J:.:inistry  of Agriculture 
St~te  S~cret~ry  ~t the 
t:inistry of Pu-Jlic  '.'iorlm  and 
nec;ionll.l  Development,  responsible 
for Tr0nsport  (Fisheries) 
~inister for Fisheries 
f.=i:c..ister  for  Shi:ppi:::1g  8.i':ld. 
r~rc:>nsport 
St2.te  :secrets.ry  C'..t  the l,1inis try 
of ShippinG 
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!:~~~£2.~Eg: 
lCr  Jose  ph  VffiYLAHD 
Netherlands:  ... .-......................... ~---
M:c  Aart  de  ZEEUY! 
Q~~!.~.~_,-"Si.!l8:S!-.2.~: 
~~.~r  John  S I LKIN 
The  Commission~ 
LTr  Fim1.  Olav  GUHDELACH 
0 
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Deputy  Perrnanen-~ Representative 
Director-·General, 
Jlllinist:cy  of Agriculture 
Hinister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Vice-President 
c 
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...  Interno.l  r-c~PJects 
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The  Cou~cil noted  that,  despite  the fact  th2t 
sub:Jt-:-ntial  proc;ress  hr),d  been m::tde  towcrds  sol  vine the 
numerous  :problems  arisin: in connection with  the  formulation 
of a  new  co~non fisheries  policy,  it was  not  possi~le to 
reD-ch  ~en  o~, er,-::,11  Ftgreement.  I-Iowever,  2.ll  the delegations 
expressed their intention of continuing their efforts to 
re.:::_ch  a  solution. 
In order to  prevent  n  leg2.l  v2.cuura  from  occurring  from 
1  Febru2ry  1978,  ::-,fter  the  expiry of certnin  Community 
conserv2tion measuresP  a  draft decision  prov~ding for interim 
me,:tsures  wa.s  subEli ttecl  to  the  Council.  This  d.rrdt  would 
sk:.te  thc,t  the  Council  hc,d  ,~_greed  on  those  ccs:pect::J  of the 
Co:-.JEJ.ission  propo:-=;c,ls  before  the  Council  which  hci't  not  been 
contested.  Eight  delegations  were  able  to  P,eree  to  this 
dro..ft.  These  delego.tions  confirmed that  eny nationEcl 
r,1e2,sures  tho..t  their countrieG  might  be  forced  to  take  in 
orde:c  to fill the  lee:;al  vc,cuum  from  Feb::..uo.ry  v.rould  be 
Qe_opted.  in :2ccordo_i1ce  with  thiz dr&ft  decision. 
The  United Kingdom  gccYe  nn  assuronce  tho.t  its n:::Ltioncl 
measures  vvoulcl  be  strictly necessoryp  non·-discrLnim:,tory 
~d. in confon11ity  i'fith  the  Tre::~ty,  ~i1d  thz,t  the  Coi,1mission~s 
ap~Jro  '</.:.1  ii.'ould  be  sought. 
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The  Council  extended  the  interim arrangements  applicable 
to  Swedish vessels for  one  month  and  those  applicable  to 
Spanish vessels up  to  20  February  1978. 
The  Council adopted  a  Regulatio.ll laying doV'm  the 
fish®ry  arrangements  for certain third countries  in the 
200-mile  zone  off the  coa.st  of the  French Department 
of Guyane  until  31  May  1978  .. 
The  Council  adopted  a  Regulation establishing a 
quota of 1,000  tormes  of herring  from  the  West  Scotland 
stock to  be  granted to  Norway  for  the  period from  1  to 
28  February  1978  to  allow the  continuation of reciprocal 
arrangements  between the  Communities  and Norway  concerning 
fisheries. 
In the  case  of the  Faroe Islands,  the  Council took 
the  necessary measures  to  allow an  immedi8.-te  resumption 
of fishing activities which had been  suspended  on  a 
reciprocal basis  since  1  January 1978. 
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rUSCELLANEOUS  DECISIOnS 
The  Council adopted in the official lenguages  of the 
Com1nuni ties the Direct;i  ves  ~ 
- on the approximation of the laws  of  the member  States 
relating to materials  and articles which contain vinyl 
chloride monomer  and are intended to  come  into  contact 
with  foodstuffs~ 
- amending for the second  time Directive 70/357/EEC  on  the 
approximation of the  laws  of the Member  States concerning 
the antioxidants authorized for use in foodstuffs  intended 
for  hwnan  cons~~ption~ 
- amending for the sixth time  the Directive of 23  October  1962 
on the approximation of the laws  of the Hember  States 
concerning the  colouring matters authorized for use in 
foodstuffs  intended for  hu~an consumption~ 
amending for  the thirteenth time Directive 64/54/EEC  on  the 
approximation  of the laws  of the Member  States  concerning 
the preservatives authorized for use in foodstuffs  intended 
for  human  conswnption. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council adopted in the  officic-,1  languages  of the 
Communities  a  Regulation concerning an amendment  to  the 
representative conversion rate used in the agriculture sector 
for the Italian lira and  the  pound  sterling (see Press 
Releases  of  24  .. 1.1978  No  111/78  Presse 9  and  31.1.1978  No  158/78 
Presse  13  +Carr.  1). 
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Food  aid.  _____  ...,_  .... 
The  Council  recorded i·cs  agreement  on  the  programme 
o~ aid in the  form  oi  cereals  for  1978  on the unders·canding 
that the section on national projects would  be  finalized.  at 
a  later date. 
Aid under  Community  projects is ·broken  dovm  as  :(·allows: 
necipient  I  Quantity 
in  '000 tonnes 
I.  COUNTRY 
l 
I  Af  gha...J.i stan  I 
5 
Bangladesh  115 
Bolivia  2 
Cape  Verde  7 
Chad  3 .. 5 
Coruoros  5 
Egypt  ( 1)  67 
Ethi()pia  10 
Ganbie,  3 
Ghana  12.5 
Guinea Bissau  7.5 
Guinea  Conalcry  5 
Honduras  7 
Jamaica  1 
Jordan  17 
Lebanon  20 
Lesotho  1.5 
(1)  Egypt  is also  to  receive  a  quantity of  48,000  t  allocated 
to  l-c  :?roEl  the  1977  re:servc  (Council  Decision of 
29  Deceu1ber  1977). 
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Recipient  I 
Quantity 
in 000  tonnes 
--------------------------------;-------------------------~----~ 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
iiiauri tania 
Liauritius 
I.~ozambique 
Niger 
Patistan 
J?eru 
Rwanda 
Sao  Tome  and Principe 
Senegal 
Sri Lanka 
Sudan 
Tanzania 
Togo 
U:pper  Volta 
Vie·cnam 
Yeman  AR 
Yemen  PDR 
Zaire 
Zambia 
INSTITUTIONS 
CRS  (Chile) 
ICRS 
LRCS 
UNICEF 
UNRWA 
,~-IFJ? 
ill~SBRVE  ( 1 ) 
TOTAL 
~----
3.5 
7 
10 
4 
30 
7.5 
2 
1.8 
18 
Z7 
7 
5 
3 
8.5 
eo 
7 
4o5 
10 
6 
15 
15 
1 • 5 
15 
40 
55 
48.2 
72045  J 
( 1)  The  reserYe  is  to  cover re(luests  not yet  received, 
!Jar·cicularly from Sa..hel  countries  and Somalia,  and  to  cope 
with  emergencies.  It includes  a  project  on 3,500  t 
antered in advance  in favour  of Djibouti, 
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The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities  the  Decision authorizing prolongation or tacit 
renewal  of certain trade  agreements  concluded  between r..:er,1'ce:C' 
States  and  third  coun-~:;_·ies. 
Social Affairs 
On  a  proposal  from  the Irish Government,  the  Council 
appointed Ivir  John KEMTE  and }:lr  Patrick HAYDE:N  of  the 
DelJartoent  of  Labour  as  members  and Nr Paschal  LEONJL1:[D  of 
the Permanent Representation of Ireland as  an alternate member 
of  the  Advisory  Cori!Tni ttee  on Freedom  of Eovement  for  Workers, 
to  replace Mr  E.R..  0 
1NEILIJ  and Nir  Paschal  J~EONARD,  members 
who  have  resigned 1  2nd  Mr  Kevin  BONNER.,  alternate member  who 
has  resigned,  for  the  remainder  of their respective  terms  of 
office,  which  rlli~ lli1til  10  October  1979. 
The  Council  also~  acting on  a  proposal  from  the  Irish 
Government,  2ppointed i::1r  G.E.  0
1SULLIVAN  of  the  Department 
of Labour as  a  member  of  the  Administrative Board of  the 
European Foundation for  the  Improvement  of Living and Working 
Conditions,  to  replace  Lir  Tadhg  0 
1CARROLIJ,  member  who  has 
resigned~  for  the remainder of the  latte:c  ~ s  term  of office, 
which  runs until  14 ;::"larch  1979. 
I.e.stly  the  Council 1  acting on  a  proposal from  the Irish 
Government,  appointed iJr  W.  WHITE,  Inspector at the  Depar-L;me;1t 
of Education,  as  an o.lternate member  of  the  Advisory  Cm~rrni ~tee 
on Vocational  Training1  to  replace  Mr  Peter J.  CONNOLLY, 
alternate member  vvho  has  resigned,  for  the  remainder  of  the 
latter
1s  term  of office,  which  runs until  20  June  1978. 
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The  Governments  of the  Member  States and  the  Commission of 
the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Mr  Antoine  HUMBLET 
Denmark:  -------
rf!r  Foul  DALSAGER 
Mr  Hans  J,irgen KRISTENSEN 
9:!:.!.!!!~~y: 
Mr  Joseph ERTL 
mr  Hans-Jurgen ROHR 
France: 
Mr  Frangois  SCHEER 
Ireland:  -------
Mr  Brian LENIHAN 
It~;hy: 
Mr  Giovanni  MARCORA 
!!~~!:.!!!£2.~!:g: 
IWr  Albert  BERCHEM 
158  e/78  (Presse  13)  art/JM/m~f 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Small  Firms  and  Trades 
Minister for Agriculture 
State  Secretar;y, 
Ministry for Agriculture 
Federal Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Agriculture 
Deputy Permanent  Representative 
Minister for Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for Agriculture 
...  ; ... !:!~!h~!:l~~~: 
Mr  A.P.L.M.M.  van der STEE 
!!ni!~~-!!~2!= 
Mr  John SILKIN 
Commission:  ----------
Mr  Finn Olav  GUNDELACH 
0 
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0 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
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DEVALUATION  OF  THE  GREEN  POUND 
After discussing the  questions raised by the  devaluation of the 
green British pound  in the  context  of the  problems  relating to the 
fixing of agricultural prices  for the next marketing year,  the 
Council  approved  an  amendment  to the rate of exchange  to  be  applied 
for the  British pound. 
~  This  amendment  will  entail  a  5%  devaluation as  from 
/February 1978  for pigmeat  and beef and veal.  A further devaluation 
of 2.5%  for these  products  and  a  devaluation of 7.5%  for milk  and 
milk products will take  effect when  the  decision  on  the  1978/1979 
agricultural prices is implemented. 
As  regards  the  other products,  the  new  rate of exchange  devalued 
by  7.5%  (£1  = 1.57678 UA/1  UA  = £0.634204)  will enter into force  at 
the beginning of the marketing year for each product. 
lSB'  /9~  (J~~.,~ss .  t3)  ~r-r. I 
J'l  ;::)'~.  \<t?8 
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The  Go,.:ernments  of the  Eei.llbel,  States and  the  Con.m1ission 
of the Europero1  Connuunities  were  represented  as  follows~ 
~~~;3~~9: 
rill"'  He'nri  SHIIONET 
Denmark: 
J\'X  K.  B.  ANDEHS:CN 
lVL-ne  Lise ,0'3TErt.GAA!I.D 
r.Ir  Niels  El~S:3,0LL 
Q:~~}~Y.~ 
Mr Klaus  von  DOHNANYI 
France: 
])iir  Luc  de  lt:~.  B.~BE de  1lANTEUIL 
Irelond!  - .. ----~-~ .........  ~ ..... 
Mr David  AND1ill'.'!S 
~-~~;y: 
~.'ir  Arnalda  FOHLANI 
186  e/78  (Presse  15). art/JLT/el 
Ninister for Forei[pl Affairs 
t1Iinister for Foreign Affairs 
Hinister without Portfolio with 
special responsibility for  foreign 
policy uatters 
St2.te  Secretary, 
I!ii:i.1istry  for Foreign Affairs 
T!Iinister of Ste.te, 
Federal Uinistry for Foreign 
Affairs 
JlJTibass8dor, 
Per:mo.nent  Hepresentative 
f.iinister  o±'  State, 
I;Iinistry for Foreign Affairs 
~tlinistar for  Foreig11 Affairs 
...  ; ... Lux  e·,-.ll:Jo ur.0':  ·-· .. ········-·· ......  '~ 
I:ir  J een  HA.l'.ULIUS 
N etherL•11.dtO\  ~ 
Lr  C • A.  Y ru:1  de  r  !{LAAU'.': 
~.:r  Do  von  der  ~.lEI 
;',Ir  I:,H.  llEIJEN 
1!.~~~-~  .  .t:?.:. )~~-~~!???:?X-~~ 
r.:r  :Javid  O".EN 
i'lX  Frank  ~TU:DD 
Co::11--::1i ss  i o:;:1: 
:'Ir  D.oy  JEF!KIH3 
r,ir  ··:ilJ:1eL1  HAFK~Ct'liflP 
~-:r  Firm Olav  c-mm:GLACH 
iir Lorenso  N.Ar::'ALI 
i:·Tr  ClacH3.e  CHEYS50fJ 
Vicor.1te  Eti,.:mne  .DAVIGNON 
Llr ll.ichard  BUllim 
0 
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7 .II.  73 
Deputy Ei:aister for  l"orei;Sn 
Affe.irs 
:!iini:Jter for  For:::io1 Aff2.irs 
8t:::d-;e  Secretary, 
~·.:inis·Gry  for Foreign Affairs 
c-)t~""cte  3ecretarv, 
-.,,l· n1· "' tr'r  ·"'or  E'c· O''lO'"l. -.  ~- f·Pr:Jl. rs  ..L,.._  ,...;.~  J  ..L  •·.  ~~~  L.  _.._  ..L.  c  .... 
Secretary of State  for Forei;;n 
CSld  Co;:t.lOYl\76"'~ th Aff2.iro 
Einister of State, 
Forei;:p.1.  lli"'ld  Co~::noiw;eal  th Office 
President 
Vice· -Preside:::1.t 
Vic c--Presid.en  t 
[·.le.:1ber 
I-ie;nber 
0 
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RELATIONS  VriTH  JAPAT'<l 
The  Council,  rec?.llin,rs the  statements  on  relations  with 
Japan made  by  the  Em~opean Co\mcil  on  30  November  1976, 
26  Harch  1977  a11.:'i  5  December  1977,  reaffirmed the  importance 
which the  Comrn·,uli tiT  attaches to  strengthenin~ relations  between 
the  European  ConH1l·mi ty and  Japan in a  spirit  of  mutual 
co-operation. 
The  Council  adopted  a  common  strategv for the  dialogue  to 
be  conducted bv the  Communit-r  institutions with the  Japanese 
Government,  whic:h  '"'ill also  p,uide  the  111f'ember  States in their 
contact:?  ''Vi th Japan,  The  Council  asked the  Commission, 
worldng in conjunction with the  Presidency,  to  conveY its views 
to the  Japanese  r-overnment  at  a  high level  ancl.  to re-port  to it 
as  soon  as  possible  ancl.  in mrr  evee1t  before  the  meeting  of  the 
Europee.n  Council  on  7  Anril  1 97P.. 
The  Council laid particular emphasis  on  the  follo,Ning 
aspects: 
In the  presc·1.t  interns;+~ional  economic  situation i +,  is 
essential that  the  o'bjc:ctive  vvhich  the  Japa11.ese  f!.overnment  has 
recentlv set itself of  reducin.q: its surpluses  on  current 
account  to  6  thousand million dollars  in  1 97g  be  8.chievr::!d  and 
tha.t  subsequently  the  surpluses  be  eliminated as  rapidl'r  as 
possible' 
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Notwithstanding the  action already undertaJmn by  the 
Japanese  Government,  which  the  Council noted,  the bilateral 
trade situation continually worsened  throughout  1977.  It is 
vital that  there  be  a  significe~t change  in Japan's position 
on  trade  and  payments  by  the  end  of  the  summer  of  1978~ 
This  objective necessitates macroeconomic  measures  going 
hand in hand with effective  opening up  of  t~e Japanese  market, 
By  stimulating domestic  demand  Japan shoQld achieve  sustained 
growth at  a  high level,  IndependentlY  of efforts to bring 
the  GATT  multilateral negotiations to a  rapid conclusion it 
should make  a  significant effort to  open  up its market,  'in 
particular by  e,dopting a  programme  to step up  imports  of 
manufactured products,  facilitating access  to public markets 
and  implementing measures  to alter the  structure  of the 
Japanese  distribution svstem. 
At  the  same  time,  Com..munitv  exporters  should step u:p 
their efforts  on  the  Japanese  market, - 6  - 7, II.1 97P 
RELATIONS  ?II'rH  CHINA 
The  Council heard  a  report  by Vice-President  HAFERKA~"P 
on  the negotiations  With  a  delegation from  the  Peo~le's Republic 
of  China which  ended  on  3  Februa!"'r  with the  ini  tiallina of· a 
cormnercial  agreement  bebveer~ the  European Economic  Communi tv 
and China. 
The  Council  ~.velcomed the  successful  completion  of these 
negotiations  and stressed the  political and  economic  importqnce 
of  this  event,· 
The  formal  signing of  the  Agreement  is planned to take 
place  in Brv.ssels  towards  the  end  of  ~·farch, 
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PROBLEH  OF  Sf11EEL 
The  Council heard  a  report  ov  the  Commission  on  the 
implementation  of  the  anti-crisis  plan  decided  on last 
December  with the  aim  of  remedying the  difficulties in the 
steel sector. 
It noted this report,  1.'-:hich  covered "both  the  :pro.rTess 
made  in the  talks being held with the  countries  which  are  the 
Community's  main  steel suppliers  - in particular the  B~rrA 
countries  - for the  purpose  of  concluding arranP,:ements 9  and 
application of  the  internal measures. 
'rhe  Council  confirmed the  importance  v·hich it,  anri  the 
Commission,  attach to full implementation  of  the  measures 
agreed upon  in December  1977. 
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GREEK  ACCESSIOl\T 
The  Council  welcomed  the fact  that it was  r~oing to be 
possible to  open  the  phase  of negotiations  proper-with Greece, 
on  the  chapter concerning customs  union  and free  movement  of 
goods  in the  industrial sector,  at the  next negotiation 
session to  be  hetd at  deputy level  on  10 February. 
Having noted with satisfaction the  Commission's  intention 
of  submitting proposals  covering every field  of  the 
negotiations  by  the  end  of  the  SQ~er, the  Council  declared 
that it was  determined to  conclude  the  substantive negotiations 
with Greece  with all possible  speed  and that it would make 
everv effort to make  it possible  to  conclude  this phase  of  the 
ne,t?:otiatio,ns  bv  the  end  of this year. 
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CYPRUS 
On  the  basis  of  a  repor~ and  proposals  put  for;;rard  bv 
the  Comnission at  t;he  meeting,  the  Cou_11cil  took  stock  of the 
situation regarding the  negotiations  currentlY heing conductecl 
with  Cyprus  for the  purpose  of  defining the  trade  .g.rrangements 
in the  ::=tgricul tural sect')r for  1978  and  1979.  :Sroad  agreement 
was  reached that these negotiations  should be  concluded  rB.pidly 
rnd the  Council  took  the  necessary procedural steps to that 
effect, 
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FOOD  AID 
Following  the  policy debate  which it held on  28  November 
1977  on  the  vollli~e  to  be  adopted  for  the  1978  programme  of 
food  aid in the  form  of skimmed  milk  powder,  the Council 
took  the basic  decision to sot this  volume  at  150,000  toru1.es. 
11lis  amount,  which  is covered by the  appropriation 
already  entered for food  aid  in the  1978  budget,  will 
inter-alia enable  the  Co~munity to  contribute  to  the  imple-
mentation in India of the  "FLOOD  II"  operation,  an  integrated 
rural-development project. 
A-11  the  SB..t1le  time,  the  Council  agreed to hold  a 
discussion in the near future  on  the basic  philosophy behind 
the  food  aid policy. 
~1e Council  issued directives .to the Commission  for 
the negotiation of  a  new  Food  Aid  Convention in the  framework 
of an International Cereals  Agreement  (United Nations 
Conference  in Geneva  from  13  February to  23  March  1978) • 
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J:TJf:T~L GJT.FCH  DIALOG-UE 
Th2  (;nl.T'1ci1  hc::r:--d  r.  statement; 
1Yr  ~~r  C}TEYSSOTIT  presenting 
the  (;(:·!,,;:'.':>:'<on's  co;~·:·,,·;n ;__,..,.;::·•:: rm  on  the  guidelines  for the 
fo:c:;;~··~:o:n~.YJ c;  ~0:t;c:;:.'nq~J.c·.,:i ::J  meet:i.ngs  of  U1\TC~~AD  in connection 
vvi tl'l  the  Fo~cth--South  .D::  <~logo.e, 
After a  V''ic~.2<·ront;inr;  disc-:.wsio'1 1  the  Co-;;.ncil  reaffirmed 
the  i:.~-:;c::."'t::::.nce  wh:'cc11  t~1e  r:o  '1.:':'\:.-,_~_tv  att·1.ch8s  t;o  tl:le  next  s+;ap:e 
Comr,Lr:rd. tv  ::-:net  the  ~·rrl:>:11'·cr  St  :1 t:es  to  e:xr r-ess  a  conmcm  uosi  tion 
in the  D:!..alO[':-t.le. 
ll:'he  Co'.<Xlci1  also  r:;o~.:~d  the  imporb.s.:nce  "'l1.ich,  in t'he 
gensr2.l  cc.r':;s::·i:;  cf  :Jhl~  i:!i;er;:::.::Leo  pro::T3J.11ne f  ·tJ::  .. 2  problem  of 
the  Cm:::,;·Jn  ~_;·,  ..  ~~~LrJ  ::;:r::::-s~1::8r1_  in re :c:;:1rd  to  tn.e  ,_~csts.::--Gin,<?:  of  the 
Di::J.0':':'--18'  it  ins~J."l;_c  ~'?d  tl1e  T'r::n~•:-c:r.0nt  HeJJY''O:-'CYJ.t9.tivP.s 
CoJ~::..,_·,;_ +;tee  to  examine  the  propo;-;:".ls  s:_~~:-d  t·t.c:: o 1w  the  Commission 
vv'  -:-_'1  a  v:i.2w  to  the  resumption  of  ·che  ne{'o1Jir:nions  on  the 
~~~oea  t~Rt,  ~:th a  vie~ to the 
T_j'_·~';Cf1_,~_n  ( f".r>11"V"'  C::  - 1 0  ·~..,,...r>h)  .  - .  \  .  ~ .  .o  .<  ,_,  --:. ·- ---- ' 
e>.dY·J::-lce d  c 'lc>:n+. ·c-J.. <: s 1  ::t  c o::y:;1 n.1.  p8c>  ~- cc i 0"1.  i'JOU.l c1  be  dre.,·m  u:p  at 
i ~.s  Yl':'::;ot  m::-;r;·~  .i.:LJ;~  on  r(  ,,.,-arch  2,t  the  18.-test'  l'flhe  Perms.nent 
Repre;:;F;nc:?.i~_;_·;es  Co:YD11i ttee  was  like'?'l.'3C  instructe'l_ to  examine 
the  CoLFcd.ssion ~s  pro-pos2.ls  to this  cmd. 
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SUII:i'fillR  TE'ili 
After  exc-uninins  the  technical  s.spects  of the  pro}Josal 
for  a  Directive  on  SUE1Der·  time  arr::mgeraents,  the  I~inisters 
for  Trruwport  agreed  at  the ii1eeting  on  20  ec.l"ld  21  :Uecember  to 
ask  the  Council  hl. its cof,llJOsi tion of lYiinicters  for Foreign. 
Affairs  to  look  into this 2atter. 
The  Council  today held  c:,  discussion  0:::1  the  internationcl~ 
iri.lplicatim1s  of this subject,  following  vvhich it stressed the 
ii!.1portence it attached  to  the  attainment  of a  hs.rmonized 
sys  t e111  of  Sllik"ler  tir.1e  within the  Com.r:1u_ni ty.  Hecogni zing the 
ir,lplic.-::\tions  of  a  Co::.!i:n..mi ty decision for certain neic;hbouring 
countries,  the  Council  8.-:;reed  to instruct the  PerL'lru'lent 
Representatives  Cor_uni ttee to  attend to  further del,elopments 
on this dossier. 
DENTAL  smm:sons 
Ravine.;  'Jefore it four draft Directives  ana.  Decisions  on 
the  right  of  esta.blishr,lent  and  freedor,l  to provide  services 
in respect  of dental  surgeons,  the  Cou...'1.cil  settled the 
essential issue of the definition of the  scope of the profession. 
The  ::,greer_:ent  reached  on  the principle of the definition 
of the  scope  ~:vill  en2.ble  the  work  in this field to  be 
corapleted in the  coming iJonths. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
As  the  agreements  for the accession of the Republic 
of Cape  Verde,  the Democratic Republic  of Sao  Tome  and 
Principe  and Papua New  Guinea  to  the  Lome  Convention have 
not yet  entered into force  owing to the fact that all the 
ratification procedures have not yet  been  completed,  the 
Council  agreed to  an  exchange  of letters between the 
Community  and these three States for  the  extension  of  the 
interim provisions relating to  trade between the Community 
and these  three States until 31  December  1978. 
The  Council also  adopted in the  official languages 
of the Communities  the Decision increasing the  amounts 
which the European  Investment  Bank  may  commit  in the  form 
of risk capital for  the  purpose  of·applying the  ACP-EEC 
Convention of  Lome  and  the Decision on  the association of 
the  overseas  countries and territories with the  European 
Economic  Community. 
By  means  of this Decision and  in the light of the 
satisfactory experience  recoroed in the use  of  the 
40  million EUA  ·which  could be  committed in the form  of 
risk capital during the first two  years  of application 
of  the  Lome  Convention,  the  Council has  placed at the 
Banlc's  disposal for allocation from  1 April  1978,  the 
balance  of  60  million EUA  set aside for this form  of 
financing. 
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The  Council  s.do~)ted in the official l211::,u8.ces  of the 
Co:tJj_nuni ties the  reculc:ction:::: 
a'11end.in~ Hec..rulation  (EEC)  No  114/77  colF: erninz im::_:Jort 
arr::mgerJentG  for certain textile produsts originating in 
Sin,;::o.pore; 
subj ectine  Comm1.m.i ty  i;:-1ports  of textile products  ori[!;il18.ting 
in certain third cou:1tries  to  coGLlOn  arr2l'l:;e:nents  for 
authoriz-ation  ::mil  quantitative liTJi  t:::; 
main·caining the  e.rran.ge;.11ents  for L'ports  into  the  Co·,~1l·.mnity 
of textile :products  originating in Taiwan. 
0 
0  0 
The  Cou!lcil  adoptecl  in the  official l2nsu.aGes  of the 
Cor::'E11..mi tiec::  t.he  decision  adopting  a  concerted  2.ction research 
project  on  the  cro':'Jth  of large  conurbc:\tions  ~ 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  ::;y. the Unit  eLl  Kingc~o::-,1  Go,:ernr,1ent,  the 
Council  appointed  i:,~r  D.t;..  DAVI3f  Director of  ~1e0ource Plrumi:ng, 
Cer"t1·al  Electricity Generati:"lG  :So:::.rd.~  s  iJ:e;:1ber  of the· 
ECSC  001"..31..1.1 t2.ti  'TG  Co:T'.i ttee in plo.ce  of iilr  :Jone.lcl  QLARI':,  who 
has  resic;ned,  for the  re;-.1s.incle1~  of the lattcr
1 s  term of office 
v;hich  8X})iref3  on  9  July  1978. 
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On  a  proposal by  the United Kingdom  Government,  the 
Council  also  appointed Mr  R  .. IVI.  JOHNSON,  Director of 
Training,  Training Services Agency,  a  Member  of  the 
Advisory Committee  on  Vocational  Training in place  of 
Mr  F.c.  HAYES,  member,  who  has  resigned and l.'Ir  J .n.  RIMINGTON, 
Training Services Agency,  an alternate member  of the  '::arne 
Committee in place of !VIr  B.D.  WINKETT,  alternate member, 
who  has also  resigned,  for  the  remainder  of their terms 
of  office which  expire  on  20  June  1978. 
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The  Goverrunents  of the  member  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows~ 
f'Ir  Antoine  HmffiLET 
Denmark: 
l\Ir  Foul  DALSAGEH 
J:.Tr  Hans  J ¢'rgen KRIS'.I'ENSElT 
Germanv:  --- ..........  ~  .. -'~:::.. 
I•/Ir  Joseph  E::.tTL 
Ivir  Hans~-JHrgen ROHR 
FraJ.1.ce  ~ 
r":r  Pierre  '·illlJAIGNERIE 
Ireland: 
1/T  Jim  GIBBONS 
Nr  G  i ovaD..ni  ~.':ARC  Ol:1A 
!!~!:.~£9-~~tS:: 
1Ir Jean  EA~!LILIUS 
Mr  Albert  BEHCHEM 
ginister for Agriculture and 
Small  Firms  anc,  ·J:'rades 
Liinister for Agriculture 
State Secretar;y, 
Ministry for Agricu·clure 
Federal r.Iinister for Agriculture 
State  Secreta~;, 
Federal Hinistr;;r of Agriculture 
f\1inister for Agriculture 
::Iinister for Agriculture 
I1!J:inister  for Agriculture 
I.~inister for Ag:cicul  ture 
and Viticulture 
Sta-te  Secretary, 
h'Iinistry for Agriculture 
200  e/78  (p:;_~esse  17)  ert/DJf.=/vf Netherl2,nds  ~  -----------
!!!.!i~~~-!fi!.!g9:£!£ 
Wfr  John  SILKIN 
Commission~ 
Mr  Firm Olav  GUNDELACH 
- 3  - 14.II.1978 
0 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for  Agriculture~ 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice-President 
0  0 
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DEVELOPII'lENT  OF  THE  MEDITEHRANEl~~N:...=RE;;;;.G;;:;.;I;;..;O;;.;;N.;,;;S_.....;r=llE=A=S;..;;URE..;;.;;;.:.:.'  ~S RELATING 
TO  AGRICULTURE 
The  Council heard a  report  on the  progress  of worlc  in 
the Special  Committee  on Agriculture  concerning the  Commission 
communication  on  guidelines  for the  development  of the 
I.'Iedi terraneru1 regions  of the  Co;umuni ty and  the  accompanying 
proposals  relating to  agri  cul"Gure,  covering both marlret 
organization and structural measvxes.  In this  connection,  it 
also  heard  an introductory statement  by Vice-President  GUNDELACH 
on  the new  specific proposals  on wine  which the  Corrrrnission 
recently submitted to the Council in addition to its general 
communication  (Euxopean Joint-Trade Table-Wine  orgru1ization, 
possibility of blocking wine  held by producers,  incentives 
for  groupings  which  improve  cuality.  floor price in the  event 
of serious  crises,  etc.). 
On  the basis  of this  informatio~, the  Council held a 
rdde-ranging policy debate  on the  organization of markets,  in 
particular on  the measures  proposed for  olive oil,  fresh  and 
processed fruit  and  vegetables  and  wine  and,  as  regards 
structural measures,  on the  improvement  of wine-growing 
structures  in Languedoc-Roussillon,  the  improvement  of rural 
infrastructure  and irrigation in the Mezzogiorno. 
The  Council  instructed the Special Committee  on Agriculture 
to  continue its work  on the matter,  bearing in mind  the  views 
e:;,.""Pressed,  with a  view to expediting the  Council's  subsequent 
discussions  on these  matters. 
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AGRICULTURAL  PRICES  AND  RELATED  MEASURES 
The  Council  took note  of the progress made  regarding the 
financial implications  of the  Commission proposal  on the 
fixing of agricultural prices for  1978/1979 and  related 
measures.  It exchanged views  on specific matters  concerning 
the products  which were  not  examined at the.previous Council 
meeting,  namely,  sugar,  oilseeds,  protein,  tobacco,  seeds 
and  pigmeat. 
The  Council noted that the Commission  intended to  put 
forward  certain additional proposals together in the near 
future,  particularly for milk products,  sugar,  starches 
and mutton  and lamb. 
Finally,  the  Council  agreed to return at its meeting 
scheduled for 6  and 7  March  1978  to all major issues  concerning 
the  fixing of agricultural prices  and  related measures for the 
next marketing year,  while  the  Special Committee  on Agriculture 
would  diligently continue its examination in the light of the 
guidelines  which  emerged  from  the  Council's discussions. 
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IMPORTS  OF  TOMATOES  FROM  THE  ACP  STATES 
Pending  the  Opinion of the  European Parliament,  the 
Council stated that it was  in principle sympathetic  to  the 
proposal that the  CCT  duty  on  fresh or refrigerated tomatoes 
be  reduced  by  6~ during the period from  15  Nqvember  to 
15  April for a  tariff quota of  1,000 tonnes  for the benefit 
of the  ACP  States,  and particularly.of Senegal  (on  the 
understanding,  however,  that the  minimum  duty,  i.e. 
2  UA/100  kg,  for this  product  would  continue  to  apply). 
The  Council will decide  on the Regulation in question 
once it receives  the  Opinion,  which is expected at the  end 
of the week. 
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PRODUCER  GROUPS 
The  Council had before it an interim report by the 
Special Committee  on  Agriculture  on  progress  with  work 
on  the Regulation concerning producer groups  and unions 
thereof as  an instrument to  improve  the marketing structures 
for agricultural products in certain regions  where  this is 
particularly desirable. 
On  the basis  of this report the Council held an  exchange 
of views  in particular on  the  question of which  regions  should 
benefit from  the  arrru~gements under  examination.  In this 
context and with regard  to  the  other questions  outstanding 
concerning the  composition of.the groups  and aid for groups 
and unions  thereof,  the Council  agreed to resume  discussions 
at its next meeting on  the  basis of a  comprehensive  report. 
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AGRI-MONETARY  QUES~2NS 
The  Council held an  exchange  of views  on  the considerations 
which  prompted the proposal for a  Regulation relating to·the 
fixing of representative conversion rates in agriculture,  the 
purpose  of which is the progressive and  to  some  extent  automat~c 
dismantling of monetary  compensatory  amounts.  It agreed that 
the Special  Committee  on  Agriculture should  continue its  · 
examination of this matter in the light of today's discussions. 
The  Council  took note of the  Commission  report  on  the 
economic  effects of the  agri-monetary system.  The  Members 
of the  Council  were  asked in turn for their preliminary 
comments  on  the subject,  and the  Council  subsequently 
instructed the Special  Co~nittee on  Agriculture to  conduct 
a  more  detailed  examination  of the report  so  that the Council 
could discuss it at a  forthcoming meeting. 
The  Council also  adopted in the official languages  of 
the  Communities  the Regulation stipulating that the new 
representative rate for the Italian lira fixed  by  Regulation 
No  178/78  of 30  January  1978  is to apply to  tomato  concentrates 
from  20  February 1978.  This Regulation also  provides that the 
new  rate for  the pound  sterling fixed  by Regulation No  179/78 
is to apply  to  isoglucose from  1  July  1978. 
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POTATOES 
The  Council  examined  the  vroblem of the  arrangements  to  be 
applied to early potatoes  in the  context  of the  future  common 
organization of the  marke·G  for the potato sector in general, 
with particular reference  to  the  implications of these 
arrangements  for the  conclusion of negotiations  with Cyprus 
on  agricultural products. 
The  Council  asked the Special  Committee  on AGriculture  to 
study in detail all the  questions  outstanding in this area 
with  a  view to  early resumption of discussions within the 
Council. 
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RICE  FOR  REUNION 
Having received  a  proposal  from the  Commission  intended 
to  improve  supplies  of rice to the  department  of Reunion 
(by means  of adjusting the levy system),  the  Council,  pending 
receipt  of the European Parliament's  Opinion,  stated that it 
was  sympathetic to this Regulation in principle.  It will take 
a  final  decision once it has  received the  Opinion requested  • 
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lnSCELLP~OUS DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities: 
- the Regulation amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2824/72 
laying down  general rules  for the  financing of 
interventions by the  Guarantee  Section of the  EAGGF~ 
the Regulation fixing,  for the  1978/1979 milk year, 
the guideline  figure  for the  fat  content of 
standardized whole  milk  imported into Ireland and 'the 
Un~ted Kingdom~ 
- the  Regulation amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3331/74 
on the  allocation and  alteration of the  basic  quotas 
for sugar. 
Research 
The  Council adopted in the official  lru~ages of the 
Communities  the first  progr2mme  of research projects  in 
the  field of medical  and  public health research,  comprising 
concerted projects in the  following three  fields: 
- registration of congenital abnormalities; 
- cellular ageing  and  decreased functional  capaci  t~r  of 
organs; 
- extracor~oreal oxygenation. 
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In the  context  of the  Community  action programme  for  the 
rational use  of  ener~r  (RUE),  the  Council adopted in the 
official languages  of the  Communities 
the  Directive  on  the  performance,  maintenance  and  regulation 
of heat generators  ~~d the  insulation of the heat 
distribution system in new  buildings 
~see Press Release  1476/77  (Presse  167)  of the  Council 
meeting  on Energy  on  13  December  1977_7. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  gave  its assent  to  financial  aid pursuant  to 
Article  55(2)(c)  of the  ECSC  Treaty for  a  research project on 
the  fe.ctors  causing mol ten-metal/water explosions. 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Directive  concerning co-ordinated statistics 
on  the  business  cycle  in building and civil engineering. 
On  a  proposal from  the  United Kingdom  Government,  the 
Council,  pending the  replacement  of the  Committeefs  members, 
appointed  Wlr  G.R.  WIIrSON  alternate member  of the  Committee  of 
the European Social Fund  to  replace  Mr  WINKETT,  alternate 
member  who  has  resi~Led. 
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The  Governments  of  the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as follows: 
Belgium: 
IIIr  Gaston  GZ:cNS 
Mr  \ilfilly  CLAES 
Denmark: 
Mr Per HAEKKEI?.UP 
Mr  Knud  HEINESEI'l" 
Iiir  Kurt  HANSEN 
Germany: 
n·'lr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
Hr Manfred  LAIDTSTEIN 
France: 
Hr Robert  BOULIN 
Ireland: 
Mr  Brendan  DILLON 
Italy: 
f:1r  Gaetano  STAJI1l.ATI 
Luxembourg: 
Mr  Jacques  POOS 
Ulinister for Finance 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Minister for Finance 
State  Secretary,  Ministry for 
Economic· Affairs 
State Secretary,  Federal 
Ministry for Economic  Affairs 
State Secretary,  Federal 
Ministry for Finance 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
and Finance 
Ambassador,  Permanent 
Representative 
Minister of the  Treasury 
Minister for Finance 
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The  Netherla.nds 
Mr  Frans  ANDRIESSEN 
1'he  United Kin..s..dom 
Mr  Denis  HEAI,EY 
The  Commission: 
Hr  Franr;ois~Xavier OHTOLI 
0 
0 
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Minister for Finance 
Chancellor of the  Exchequer 
Vice-President 
0 
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TH:C  J~COITO:LUC  SITUATION  IN  THE  COLI.:::UNITY 
The  Council  held  8.  detailed  e1~chaJl[;e  of Yiev,rs  on  the 
econornic  si  tu2.tion in the  CoTii;:uni ty.  The  de
1:.ate  fell within 
the  conte:~t of the  discussion to  be  held in iiarch at the 
neetinG of the 
11:SCOFOL:IC  Al"l.~'Ail~3/FIFAHCE"  Council  which will 
:)e  C.e·:xoted  to  adapting the  econo>!lic  policy {;lJ.idelines  for 
1978  (first quarterly  ex<:'.;11inc:.tion  of the  econo;nic  situation in 
c.ccordance  with  the  ncon·:erc;ence
11  decision of  1974) 5  o.nd  of 
the  discussion on  the  economic  am'J.  social si  hw:t;ion in the 
Coi1F1llili ty to  be  held  by  the  European  Council  at its raeetinG 
on  7  ru1J  8  A?ril. 
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LOAN3  FO~l  TH:C  Pml:I?OSE  OF  P~~O~.~OTIN~  IHV:SSTllffiNT  '':.ITHIH  THE 
COI:TJJFI ':!:Y 
The  Council  heard  a  st2.tei1ent  by  Vice -:i?resiG.ent  OitTOLI, 
who  sub<tli tted_  a  prolJOssl  ~JY  the  Collu'-'lission  e:npo\·'.rerin[;  the 
CoEE11i.ssion  to  issue  loc.\112  for  the  lJurpose  of prodoting 
investl:le:-d;  \'·!i tJ:.:L1  the  Co::·bm:'li t;:.r.  'i'llic  pro~Josal  follo~;vs  on  the 
Dc.cTOlJenn  Cour..cil 1s  a;reei11ent  in  princi~Jle on  5  and  G Dece,:..;·:Jer 
to  the  crec.tion of  su::::i1  a.n  instrvJ,lent. 
'l'2.king  a  :fc:.vour2.ble  eJ~ti  tude  to  the  iJroad.  outlines  of  tlle 
proposal,  the  Co Llncil  request  eel  tl1e  ?cril1&"1.er:c  nepre  sen  ta  ti  ".'·eo 
Co;m:~i ttee to  e;~~'-mine  the  technic2.l  asl;ec:ts  of the proposal  ancl 
to  report it so  tho..t  it coulcl.  cEscuss  these "D.e.tters  1Nhen it 
has  rec  ei·.•ed  the  Euro:pe2,n  PEJrliament v s  Opinion. 
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The  Council  heard  a  sta.te:ne11t  by  !.'[r  OHTOLI,  who  :Jresented 
2.  e:o;;unm1icatj_on  fro;n  the  Co;~lmission on  the  economic  and 
monetary action progrm,mle  for  1973. 
reception to  this  progra;rr.-.'1.8:  Wilich  i'or:t1S  :;_Jc:rt  of the fi  V8·· 
~rear  econoillic  211d  morLetary  r,ction progrart1:1e  subr£1i ttec.  by  the 
CornrJi ssi  on  in Dec e:,1ber. 
· .;i th  2"  .' iew to  prepa.rinG  :C'cr  its discussions  on  the 
su".:Jst.~w.'lCe  of this progr21mne,  the  Council  instructeu the 
::?ern81lent  Tie:pr8scntc.ti  ves  Co!!llJi ttee  <=tnd  the  COE1.;.'1i ttees 
speciali  zi:nt;  in  eco~10I·lic,  finc.:n.cial  or monetnry  c.ff2.irs  to 
e:.::o .  .mine  the  Oo;-,·F11ission  cont.<unication in s.ccordsnce  Fi  th their 
fi·8lcls  of  competence  p,nd  to  su~Ji11it  a  report  to it co'·Gi."ing 
all  the  que.Tbio:rLc;  rs.ised.  ~Jy  the  docu~-1ent. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted  in the official languages  of  the 
Comr.o.uni ties: 
- the Decision amending  the Directives annexed to  the Council 
Decisions  of  28  December  1972,  17  February  1975  and 
17  May  1976  on  the  opening of negotiations for  an 
Agreement  on  the  implementation of regulations for the 
temporary  laying-up  of vessels for the  transport  of  goods 
and applicable to  certain inland waterways;  · 
-·  the Decision instituting a  consultation procedure and 
setting up  a  Committee  on  Transport Infrastructures; 
the Directive amending the first Directive  on  the 
establishment  of  common  rules for  certain types  of 
carriage  of goods  by  road between Member  States; 
- the Decision amending  the  two  Decisions  of  15  October  1975 
on  the negotiation of  an Agreement  between the European 
Economic  Community  and third countries  on  the  rules 
applicable to  international carriage  of passengers by 
coach  and  bus. 
For the  decisions in principle,  see press release  1523/77 
(Presse  176)  of  20  and  21  December  1977. 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities: 
-the Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2967/76 laying 
down  common  standards for the water  content  of frozen 
and deep-frozen  chickens,  hens  and  cocks; 
- the Regulation on the  crediting of  securities,  deposits 
and guarantees furnished under  the  common  agricultural 
policy and subseQuently forfeited; 
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-the Regulation amending Regulation  (EEU)  No  787/69  on 
the financing of intervention expenditure in respect  of 
the  domestic  market  in cereals and  rice; 
- the  Reg~lation laying down  certain interim measures  fer 
the  conservation and management  of fishery resources 
applicable for the  period  21  February  to 31  May  1978,  to 
vessels flying the flag of  Spain; 
- the Regulation suspending at  4%  from  1 March  to 30  June  1978 
the  autonomous  Common  Customs Tariff duty  on  sardinops 
sagax or ocellata  ( 11pilchards 11 ),  fresh,  chilled or frozen, 
whole,  headless  or in pieces,  intended for the processing 
industry,  falling within subheading  ex  03.01  B I  q). 
Other  decisions 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of  the 
Community  the Directive  on waste  from  the titanium dioxide 
industryo 
For the  decision in principle,  see  press release  1473/77 
(Presse  164)  of  12  December  1977. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of  the 
Community  the Decision adopting a  concertec1 project  by  the 
European Economic  Community  in the field of  the  physical 
properties  of fooc.stuffs  -~ 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council  adopted.  in the official languages  of  the 
Communities  the Regulation concerning the  authorization 
arrangements for imports  into Italy of malleable  cast-iron 
tube  and  pipe fittings originating in Taiwan. 
The  Council  appointed 
- on  a  proposal  from  the Danish  Government,  Mrs  Karen  GREDAL 
EJ.ember  of  the Economic  and Social Committee  in place of 
Mrs  BENNEDSEN,  who  has  resigned; 
- on  a  proposal from  the Netherlands  Government, 
Drs.  T.  ETTY  member  of  the Economic  and Social Committee 
in place  of  Drs~ de  VRIES  REILINGH,  who  has  resigned, 
for the remainder  of the latter's term  of office,  i.e. 
until 16  September  'l978. 
The  Council  also appointed 
- on  a  proposal  from  the Federation Charbonniere  de  Belgique, 
Mr  Pierre URBAIN  member  of the European Coal  and Steel 
Con~unity Consultative Committee  in place  of Mr  PEETERS, 
who  has  resigned; 
- on  a  proposal from  the United Kingdom  Government, 
Mr  GordoJ.l  KENNEDY  member  of  the Europes.n  Coal  a:::1d  Steel 
Community  Consultative Committee  in place  of Mr  HAlVIER,  who 
has  died;  for  the  remainder  of  the latter's term  of 
office,  i.e. until 9  July 1978. 
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The  Goverrunents  of the  Memher  States and  the  Cmrunission 
of the  European  Corrmmni ties were  represented as  follows: 
Mr  A.'ltoine  HUMBLET 
Denme.rk: 
Th~ Poul  DALSAGER 
IVIr  Hans  Jprgen KRISTENSEN 
Mr  Joseph  lli1.TL 
r..1r  Hans-Jl:7rgen  ROHR 
France: 
11r  Pierre L1EHAIGNERIE 
I::..."elEtnd  ~  _....._,._..,,_,.____._ 
1\'rr  Jim  GIBBONS 
!~~J:;y:: 
Mr  Giovanni  :MARCORA 
Wr  Jean HMliiLIUS 
Iflr Albert  BERCHEI1 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Small Finns  and  Trades 
Minister for .Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for  Agricultv~e 
Federal hlinister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Federal Liinistry of .Agriculture 
Minister for  .Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for .Agriculture 
Minister for .Agriculture 
and Viticulture 
State  Secretary1 
Ministry for Agriculture 
317  e/78  (Presse  23)  ers/IH/dm  0  • .. ,1 • • ~ Netherlands: 
-~-----.... ·----
United Kino-dom:  --~~· ___  .,..  .. __  ....,.Q __  _ 
M,~ John SILKIN 
Mr  Gavin  STRA.NG 
Mr  Finn Olav  GUND:CLACH 
0 
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l\hnister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Parliamentary Secretary of State, 
Ministry  of Agriculture,  Fisheries 
and Food 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
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AGRI-·LIONETARY  MEASlffiES 
.After  a  detailed discussion of the  effect of the appli-
cation of monetary  coillp8nsatory  amountG  on  trade,  particularly· 
in the  context  of recent monetary fluctuations,  the  CoLmcil 
agreed  to devalue  the representative rate for  the  French franc 
in the agricultural sector (green rate)  by  1.205% with effect 
from 8 Harch  1978,  thus reducing the monetary  compensatory 
runounts  to 21.5.  The  French franc in this sector will hence-
forth be  equivalent to  0.166638  UA. 
The  Council 
-·  notes  the  intention of  the  Commission to study and report 
at the next meeting of the Agricultural Council  on  the 
possible use  in the future  of  a  longer period  of re::erence 
for the rates  of  exchange  used in the  weekly fixing of 
monetary  compensatory amountsi 
notes that,  in view of the report for its next  meeting,  the 
Commission will calculate,  in the peri  oct  up  to the  end  of 
r,1arch,  the  monetary  compensatory  amou.:c'lts  each week  on  the 
basis  of  the rates of  exchange  noted over  a  preceding period 
of three weeks. 
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The  Commission also stated that it reserv8d ·t;he  right, 
in con...'1ection  with the  forthcoming fixinc of agricultural 
prices,  to  submit  additional proposals  relating to  the  details 
for fixine monetary  compensatory  amounts  in general?  in 
particular in the  pigmeat  sector. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council noted progress  in the Special  Committee  on 
Agriculture  on the  Co~nission report  on  the  economic  effects  of 
the  agri-monetary system.,  In view of the  size of the  problems 
arising in this sector,  it ag-reed  to put all the  questions 
raised by  moneta~r compensatory  amounts  on  the  agenda for its 
next meetjngs. 
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AGRICULTURAL  PRICES  AND  RELATED  WlliASURES 
After noting the  Commission's  supplementary proposals in 
the beef and veal,  milk products  and  cereals  (starch)  sectors, 
the  Council decided to  consult  the 1Uropean Parliffiment,  on these 
proposals~ such consultation being mandatory,  and  to consult 
the Economic  and  Social Conunittee.  It instructed the 
Special  Committee  on  Agriculture  to  ~ontinue its work  on 
questions  outstancti:~g in the light  of the awaited  Opinim.1  of 
the  Europe~ Parli&~ent and  with a  view to the preparations of 
the  forthcoming  Council discussions. 
Pending  completion of this work  the Council agreed to 
extend the marketing year for certain products,  vizo  beef and 
ve2,1,  the dried fodder  and  the milk sector, until 1  ~:ay 1978. 
This decision  on dried fodder  was  accompanied by the 
follovving  statement: 
1'The  CounciJ.  agrees  that account  ~Yill have  to be  taken 
of the  adoption of the  new  organization of the  market 
in dried focl..C.ers,  to an appropriate  extent,  since 
operators may  suffer as  a  result  of the  delay in the 
implementation of these rules  originally scheduled for 
1  April  1978.  :: 
In the  san1e  context the  Council noted the  Commission 
proposal to  extenct  during April  EAGGF  assistance to a  col'lsumer 
subsidy for butter in the  United Kinc;dom  at the  level applied 
c1ur.ing  the  previous  month,  namely  33  UA  per  100 kg.  It agreed 
to take  a  decision on this matter after consulting the  L\u'opean 
Parliament  .. 
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DEVELOH:!ENT  OF  THE  HEDITERR.AIBAN  REG IONS 
-·~-·- ·---~...;;:..:;;;..=.;.;.;:;., 
The  Council noted  an  interim report by  the  Special 
Committee  on  Agriculture  on  current  work  on  the  Corrnnission 
corrrraunication  on  gu_iclelines  :for the  development  of the 
Mediterranean regions,  together with proposals relating to 
agriculture.  This  report  centred chiefly on  questions  of 
organization of  the market  (fresh and processed vegetables, 
wine)  and on  structural measures. 
After  an  exchange  of views  during which  the  Italian and 
French delegations in particular reaffirmed the great  importance 
they attached to  these  issues,  the  Council  instructed the 
Special  CoiJ1.mi ttee on  Agricul  tm~e to  continue  j_ts  work  in the 
light of the  dayvs  discussions,  so  that it might hold  a 
subst2.nti  ve  debate  at its next meetingo 
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~:'!ILK  PRODUCTS  SECTOR 
The  Council held  a  first policy debate  on  the  whole  range 
of proposals relating to  Milk Marketing  Boards in 
Great Britain and  Northern  Irela~d. 
At  the  end  of  the  debate,  in which particular attention 
was  paid to  the legal  and political issues relating to  the 
organizational proposals  in question,  the  Council instructed 
the  Special  Committee  on  Agricv.l ture  to  continue its examinatiOlJ. 
of  the proposals in order to prepare for a  more  detailed 
discussion at  a  fu~cure Council meeting. 
PRODUCE~ GROUPS 
After noting· a  report  by  the  Special  Committee  on 
Agriculture  on  ·che  amended  pi~oposal for  a  Regulation 
concerning producer groups  ond  associations thereof,  the 
Council instiucted the  Special  Committee  on Agriculture  to 
continue its work  on  the matter  so  that  the  Comicil  could 
discuss it at  a  future meeting. 
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AGRICULTUP~L DECISIONS 
The  Couu1cil  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities: 
- the  Decision on  the  equivalence  of forest  reproductive material 
produced in Austria; 
- the Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2305/70  on  the 
financing of intervention expenditure  in respect  of the 
domestic market  in beef and veal; 
- the  Decision concerning employment  aid for certain slaughte~ 
houses  in Northern Ireland. 
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities: 
the Regulations  relating to  the  organization of two  surveys  on 
earnings  and  labour costs respectively in industry,  wholesale 
and retail distribution,  banking and  insurance; 
- the multi-annual reserach  and  development  programme  in the 
field of primary raw materials  (1978-1981)  indirect action; 
the  Decision adopting a  programme  of research and  development 
for the  European Atomic  Energy  Community  on uranium 
exploration and  extraction. 
On  a  proposal  from  the  United  Kingdom  Government  the  Council 
appointed rurs  A.s.  GITTELSON  member  of the  Advisory  Committee  of 
the  Euratom  Supply Agency  to  replace Mr  w.c.F.  BUTLER,  who  has 
resigned,  for  the  remainder of his  term of office,  i.e. until 
28  March  1979. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States  and the  Commission 
of the  European  Comr~unities were  represented as follows: 
~~!g~~: 
rllr  Henri  SIHONET 
Denmark:  -------
Mr  K.B.  ANDERSEN 
I1:1rs  Lise PST ERG AARD 
Mr  Niels  ERSB/1LL 
JIJ1r  Hans-Dietrich  GEi.':ISCHER 
Mr  Klaus  von  DOHN.ANYI 
France: 
t1r  Louis  de  GUIRINGAUD 
Ireland: 
Ivir  I1:lichael  O'KENUEDY 
!1~~l: 
Itinister for Foreign .Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister without portfolio with 
speciaL responsibility for matters 
of foreign policy 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
Federal I.Iinister for.Foreign 
Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Federal Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs 
I\:linister for Foreign Affairs 
~linister for Foreign Affairs 
Mr  Arnalda  FORLANI  Minister for Foreign Affairs 
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rt:;r  Jean HAI.II LIUS 
Netl1erlands: 
---·~·-------..... 
Mr c.  A.  van der KLAAml 
i!i.r  J.  de  KONING 
l.Vir  D.  van der t':EI 
P.!!?:!£~_.!f~~~~9.~: 
Dr  David  OVI/EN 
Hr Frank  JUDD 
COE'l<'nission: 
-~-... --.  ..-._. ___ _ 
l'1r  Wilhelm  HAFEPJC..I\...::.:P 
Mr  Lorenzo  NATALI 
I!.lr  Claude  CHEYSS ON 
:nr  Guido  BRUNNER 
Viscount  Etienne  DKifiGNON 
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Deputy Einister for Foreign 
Affairs 
1'Iinister for Foreign Affairs 
r,~inister for Development 
Co-operation 
State Secretary, 
Idinistry for Foreign Affairs 
Secretary of State for Foreign 
and  Conm10nweal th Affairs 
Minister  of State,  . 
Foreign &'1d  Co:mm.onweal th Office 
Vice--President 
Vice~  President 
Member 
Hember 
Hember 
0 
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DIRECT  ELECTIOFS 
The  Council held an  exchange  of views  with a  view to  the 
discussion which  the  European  Council will hold on  7  and 8  April 
next  concerning the date of the  election. of the European 
Parliament by direct universal  suffrage. 
It was  agreed that  examination of this question would be 
resumed at the meeting  on  4  April. 
EUROPEAN  COUNCIL 
The  Council  prepared certain questions which  were likely 
to-be  discussed by the European  Council  on  7  and 8  April next 
in Copenhagen. 
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NORTH-SOUTH  RELATIONS 
The  Council reviewed current progress in tr1a  dialogue 
between the  developing  and  the  industrialized cotmtries  and 
confirmed the  importance  the  Coa~unity attached to the  next 
stage of this clialoguef  of which it also underlined the 
overall  interest~ 
Accordinglys  special attention was  given to  the 
UNCTAD  8inisterial meeting which  opened in Geneva  on  .~ 
6  r·:lc:rch  to  tUscuss  debt  problems  and  problems  relating to 
the least developed  countries~  At  the  end  of  a  constructive 
discussion which  centred on  indebtedness,  the  Council 
instructed the  delegations in Geneva to  continue  preparing 
the  Co;~muni  ty'  s  common  position in the  light of what  had 
been  said. 
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RELATIONS  ':71TH  JP..PAlll 
Further to  the  conclusions  reached at its meeting on 
7  February,  the  Council heard  a  report by  the President 
on  his visit to  Tokyo  on behalf of the  Community  and  a 
Comnission report  on  current  progress in the negotiations 
it had  been instructed to  carr~r out with Japano 
These  two  reports 'Nere  followed  by a  discussion at the 
end  of which the  Council  confirmed the  importance it 
attached to reaching agreement  with the  Japanese  Government, 
on  the basis of its conclusions in February and in a  spirit 
of  co-operation,  on  a  set of measures  likely to bring about 
a  significant  reQuction in Japan°s  trade  and  payment  surpluses. 
These measures  would  include macro-economic  as well as 
practical measures  likely to have  immediate  effect as 
regarQS  opening up  the  Japanese market. 
The  Cc'..mcil  will be  infor;ned  of the  outcmne  of the 
Cowrnj_ssi. on r s  negotiations at its next meeting on  4  April 
prior to the  European  Council  on  7  and  8  April in Copenhagen. 
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GREEK  ACCESSION 
The  Council took note  of a  report  on  current  progress 
regarding the  accession of  Greece~  The  report included 
dei;o_ils  of the  programme  for the next  few  weeks  prior to 
the meeting  of the  Negotia.ting Conference  to  be  held.  at 
ninisterial level in Lmcembourg  on  3  A~ril. 
GATT  IV!ULTILATERAL  TRADE  NEGOTIATIONS 
The  Counr:!il  took note  of an interh1 report  from  the 
Com:aission  on  progress in the  GATT  trade  negotiations~ 
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IRON  .".JfQ  STEEL  PROBLEr'I~ 
The  Council heard  a  statement  by Viscount  DAVIGNON, 
member  of the  CommissionJ  on  the work  undertaken  by  the 
Commission  in pursucmce  of the instructions it received on 
19/20  December  1977  with a  view to resolving the  ~urrent 
difficulties in the  steel sector. 
The  Council noted with satisfaction that the  arrangements 
with the  EFTA  countries had  been initialled on  28  February 
and  that progress was  being made  in the negotiations  with 
the  other steel sup:plying countries. 
The  Council also  took  stock of certain aspects  of the 
current internal  situation~  in particular with regard  to  the 
implementation  of the crisis measures  and  the  current  work 
on  the  re-organization of  the  iron and  steel industry. 
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CIEC  SPECIAL  ACTION 
The  Council  agreed  to  sign,  in the near future,  the 
agreement  between the  Europea~ Economic  ConYuunity  and its 
i!iiember  States,  on  the  one  hand,  and  the  IDA,  on  the other 
hand,  concerning the  iraplemer~tation of the  contribution which 
the  EEC  has  agreed  to  1::1alce  to  the  Special Action Programme 
decided  on at the  Conference  on  International Economic 
Co·-operation with  a  view to  helping the various  low--income 
countries  facing general  problems  of resource  transfer that 
hinder their developr,1ent  to  satisfy their il:amediate  requireva 
ments. 
It is recalled that the  EEC's  contribution to  this 
special &ction maounts  to  385  million dollars  and  that it 
has  decided  that  this  contrib~tion will be  impleBented  through 
the  IDA.  The  agreement  to  be  signed with the  IDA  will  cover 
the  detailed arrangerDel'J.ts  for  Duch  inplementation. 
RELATIONS  1  .. I·.m  CHINA 
The  Council  decided  on  the  signing in the near future  of 
the  trade  agreement  oetween the  European Economic  COilr.llunity 
and  the  People  v s  Republic  of China;  signing could  talre  place 
at  the beginning of April. 
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SHIPBUILDING 
The  Council recorded its agreement  on  thP- substance 
of the Directive on  aid to shipbuilding  (4th Directive)  (1). 
The  4th Directive,  which will apply  for three years,  is 
a  logical development  from  the 3rd Directive,  which  expired 
on 31  December  1977,  in ex-cending  harmonization  o:l:' 
conditions  o:i:'  com:peti tion Yli thin the  Community.  Its 
purpose is to  promote  effective action in this i'ield,  which 
requires  a  solution coverine all aid and  interven-l;ion 
directly or indirectly affecting competition and trading 
conditions  on  the  shipbuilding market.  To  this  end,  it 
defines  the criteria,  and  the  procedures  for noti::'ying -the 
Commission,  for non-discriminatory aid by  the authorities 
to  investment,  for the rescue  of an underta'Lcing,  :!:'or  coping 
with  the crisis,  and  aid to  shipowners  for the  purchase  of 
vessels  .. 
The  temporary aid for the  rescue of an undertaking, 
which is necessary to  obviate  acute  social problems•  is 
permitted provided that it enables  a  definitive solution 
to  be  worked  out  to  the  problems  confronting the undertaking. 
( 1)  The  formal  adoptL:m  could take  place shortly after the 
texts have  been finalized in the  officie~ lru1guages  of 
the  Communities. 
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In insisting that the  aid should be non-discriminatory, 
the Directive also  seeks  to  promote  the inter penetration 
of the  Corrununi ty market  by  encouraging Community  shipovmers 
to invite tenders  as  far  as possible  from  other Nember  States• 
shipyards. 
The  approval of this Directive  comes  at  a  time  of 
crisis,  which,  in order to  preserve  e,  sound  and  competitive 
shipbuilding industry - a  matter of vital interest to  the 
Community  - requires  the maintenance,  on a  temporary basis 
and  subject  to  phased reductior.s,  of certain aid to 
production which  would not  be  justified in normal 
circumstances,  to  allov: the  industry to meet  the new  market 
conditions  and  adapt  to  them. 
I:1  addition,  the  Ccu11cil,  having noted a  statement by 
the  Corrnnission  on  progress made  concerning its colliDlunication 
on  the structural adaptation of the  shipbuilding industry, 
agreed  to  expedite the  current  work  so  that it could hold  a 
debate  on this at its next  meeting scheduled for  6  June  1978. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted  the additional directive for the 
conclusion of the  negotiations with  Cyprus  in the  agricultural 
sector. 
On  a  proposal from  the representatives  organizations, 
the  Council  appointed  J11Ir  Christian OURY,  President-Directeur 
General du  Com1.te  de  la Siderurgie  Belge  et du  Groupenent 
des  Hauts  ForneaQx  et Acieries  Belges,  a  member  of the 
European  Coal 8Jld  Steel Community  Consultative  Cornmittee 
in place  of Baron van der REST,  Member,  who  has  resigr  ... o<l, 
for the  remainder  of the latter's terQ·of offices  which 
runs until 9  July  1978. 
The  Co~~cil appointedr 
on  a  proposal from  the  United  Kingdo:;.n  Government, 
ilfr  G.R.  WILSON,  Office  of the United Kingdom  Permanent 
Representative  to  the  European  Communities,  alternate 
1:18i!lber  of  the  Advisory  Colillni ttee  on  liT'eGdo~:l  of rilovoment 
for  :'Jorkers  in place  of Hr  J~D.  RIMINGTON 1  alternate 
member 1  who  has  resigr1ed,  for the  remainder of the 
latter9s  terru  of office,  which runs until 10  October  1979; 
Lir  A. J.  G  ILLIVER,  De:partu1ent  of  E11ployment,  Overseas 
Labour  Section,  member  of the  above-mentioned  CoLliTlittee 
for the  renaind.er of the  ten:J.  of office  of its menbers, 
which rw1s until  10  October  1979~ 
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on  a  proposal  from  the  Drmish Government  1  rifr  K.nud  ELLEGAARD, 
Specialarbe  .j derforbundet  i  Danmark,  a  full member  of the 
above  Com11li ttee as  a  replacement  for  VIr  Ejler  S!'iNDER~  full 
member~  who  has  resigned,  for  the  remainder  of the  latter
1s 
term of office 1  which runs until 10  October  1979. 
The  ColliLcil  appointed, 
- on  a  pro-posal  from  the United Kingdom  Government~ 
rlir  P. J.  BAYLISS,  Department  of Employmel1t  ~  a  full member 
of  the Aruninistrative  Board  of the  European  FOQDdation 
for  the  improvement  of living and working  conditions,  as 
a  rej_Jlacement  for  L'Ir  R.s.  ALLISON 1  full member,  who  has 
resigned, 
- on  a  proposal  from  the  Conunission,  lYJr  Vl. H.  TAYLOR 1 
Confederation of British Industry,  a  full member  of the 
above  Comr;d. ttee as  a  replacement  for  rJr  Roy  1.'!.  iYATSON 1 
full member 1  who  as  resigned 1  for_the  remainder of 
Mr  ALLISON~s an.d  r.!r  ·wATSON's  terms  of of'fice,  which nm 
until 14  r..~arch  1979. 
0 
0  0 
Pending the  conclusion of the  consultations with  Norway~ 
Sweden  and  the  Faroe  Islands  on  the  reciproc."J.l  fishing 
arrangements  for  1978,  the  Council agreed  on  arrangements  with 
these  countries for  the  period until 15  April  1978. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States  and the  Commission 
of the European  Corrurruni ties  were  represented  8.'3  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Gaston GEENS 
Mr  Will;y- C  IAES 
Denmark: 
Mr  Knud  HEINESEN 
Mr  Kurt  ILo\NSEN 
Germany~ 
Otto  Graf  LAMBSDORFF  ... 
Mr  Hans  l'lATTHOFER 
Mr  Manfred LAHNSTEIN 
France: 
Mr  Robert  BOULIN 
Ireland: 
Mr  Ray  McSHARRY 
Italv~ 
Mr  Filippo PAI\TDOLFI 
Mr  Jacques  POOS 
Minister of Finance 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Minister of Finance 
State Secretary,  Ministry of 
Economic  Affairs 
Federal Minister for the Economy 
Federal Minister of Finance 
State  Secreta~J, Federal 
Ministry of Finance 
Minister delegate,  Ministry for 
Economic  Affairs  and  Finance 
Minister of State 
Minister of the  Treasury 
rHinister of Finance 
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Netherlands:  ..  _..__...  ...  ..,._ __  _,_ 
Mr Frans  ANDRIESSEN  1\llinister of Finance 
Mr  DPnis  HEALY  Chancellor of the  EXchequer 
Commission:  ___  __..._..&GP ... 
rnr  Frengois-Xavier  ORTOLI  Vice-President 
0 
0  0 
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On  the  be-sis  of  a  Cornmi ssion communication,  the  Council 
prepareu  the  economic  policy aspects  of  the next meeting  of 
the  Europeru1  Council  on  7  and  8  April in Copenhagen. 
ECONm.ITC  POLICY  GUIDELINES  FOR  1918 
Under  the first  quarterly review provided for in the 
Council  Decision  of 18  February 1974  on  the  atta..ir~ment  of  a 
high degree  of  convergence  of  the  economic  policies of  the 
Mei-aber  states,  the  Council  tool{ note  of  two  Commission 
comnunicaticns  concerning: 
- the  economic  policy guidelines for 1978, 
the  summary  account  and  the  degree  of  convergence  of  the 
economtc  policies pursued  i:1.  the  Member  States of  the 
European  Communities  in  1977~ 
The  Council  took note  of  the  Commission  co~um1ication on 
the  economic  policy guidelines for 1978,  according  to  which 
t11ere  V'ras  no  need  to alter the  economic  policy guidelines 
laid_  dov.n  oy  the  Council in the 
11l\JJ_nual  Report
11  approved  on 
21  November  1977. 
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IviiS CELLAN:COUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  officia.l langue.ges  of the 
Conununities,  the Regulations 
opening,  allocating end providing for  the administre.tion of 
Comrmmi ty t8.riff quota.s  for  certain wines  having  e.  registered 
designation of origin,  falling within  su"JheP..c1ing  ex  22.05  C 
of the  Common  Customs  r:!:'e,riff,  origina.ting in J,!orocco 
(1978/1979)  and Algeria  (1977/1978)  respectively: 
..;;.on  proof of origin for textile products felling within 
Che.pt-er  51  or Chapters  53  to  62  of the  Common  Customs  TB.riff 
end  importec3.  into  the  Community,  and  on  the  conditions for 
e.ccept211ce  of such  proof~ 
- suspending from  1  April  to  30  June  1978  the  autonomous 
Common  Customs  Te.riff  G.uty  applice.ble  to certain qualities 
of  m~:tgnesium oxides falling wj. thin  subhe&uHng  ex  25.19 A. 
The  Council  acl.opted,  in the  official langue.ges  of the 
Communi ties,  the  Regu.l<>tions  establishing indice.tive  ceilings 
end  Community  supervision for  imports  of.  certain products 
origim•ting in Austril':'.,  Finlend,  Icelenc1,  Norwa.y,  Portuga.l, 
Sweden  Pnd  Switzerlend  (1978). 
Furthermore,  the  representa.ti  ves  of the  Governments  of 
the  f.iember  StPtes of the  EuropeBn  Coal  anct  Steel  Community, 
meeting within the  Cou...'1cil,  e.J:;proved  the Decisions  establishing 
supervision of imports  of cerhdn :products originating in Austria. 
and  Sweden  ( 1978). -II - 20.III,.78 
Relations  with the  ACP  States  ...,..._.. __  ... ,...._..._  ...  ~_......_. ............................... ~ 
Pending  completion of  the  procedures for the ratification 
of  the  Agreements  of Accession  to  the  Lome  Convention of 
Papua  New  Guinea,  Sao  Tome  and Principe  and  Cape  Verde,  the 
Council  agreed  to  extend until  31  December  1978  the  arrangements 
for the  advance  application of  the  trade provisions  of  the 
Convention  to  imports  from  these  States. 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities, 
- the  Reg~ations 
= amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1418/76  on  the  conunon 
organization of the market  in rice  with regard  to  the 
French  overseas department  of Reunion; 
=laying down  a  tr~~sitional provision  on  Community  financing 
of  the  conswner  subsidy for  butter referred to in 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  880/77; 
the .Directive  supplementing Directive  72/28?/EEC  of 
31  July 1972  on  the  statisti~al surveys  to  be  made  by 
member  states on  milk and milk products  .. 
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Environment 
The  Council  adoptee.  the Directive  on  to::j_c  and  da:n.gerous 
vvaste  ( 1)  in the  official languaGes  of the  Communi ties. 
0 
c  0 
The  Council  gave  the  assents  requested by the  Commission 
pursuant  to Article  56(2)(a)  of the  ECSC  Treaty  (Italsider 
S~p  .. A.  - Italy,  F(lS-bA.  Peugeot~Citro~n - Fra.:n..:::e 9  Saarl11ndische/ 
Investi  tionsl;::redi  tbank A,. G  ..  - Germany),, 
Tl:For swnmal:.(- of this Dl.rective  see Press  Release  No  701/77 
(Presse  68;  of  14  Ju:1e  1()77) 
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